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DVD brings new twist to 'Paul is dead' hoax -- the

whole story as told by 'George Harrison'
June 7th, 2010 4:51 pm ET

By Steve Marinucci, Paul McCartney Examiner

For years, we've heard the infamous "Paul is dead" hoax -- how

Paul McCartney was killed in a car accident and replaced by a

double. There have been countless "clues" on album covers and in

songs. And amazingly, some people actually believe this stuff.

Well, here's another addition to the "Paul Is Dead" library. A new

DVD to be released Sept. 1, "Paul McCartney Really Is Dead: The

Last Testament of George Harrison," will give it a different angle --

the whole tale corroborated by a voice that resembles George

Harrison.

"In the summer of 2005, a package arrived at the Hollywood offices

of his company Highway 61 Entertainment from London with no

return address. Inside were two mini-cassette audio tapes dated

Dec. 30, 1999, and labeled "The Last Testament of George

Harrison," the story about the DVD by producer Joel Gilbert claims.

A voice that Gilbert calls identical to Harrison's says on the tape

that Paul McCartney was killed in a car crash in November of 1966

and replaced with a double. The "Harrison" voice supposedly goes

through the "details" of what really happened. Gilbert claims that

Highway 61 has "corroborated" the story with "new" evidence. As

Robert Ripley used to say, believe it or not.

The DVD trailer is available at http://www.paulreallyisdead.com. You can purchase the DVD in advance

from this link in the U.S. and this link in the UK.
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If you like the Beatles, you won't want to miss this Paul McCartney Examiner column. It features

news not included in our Beatles Examiner column. You can subscribe at the top of this column or

to the Beatle Examiner column at the link. Don't miss either one. They're the first word in the Fab

Four news you need to know from the webmaster of Abbeyrd's Beatles Page, the oldest and the best

internet site keeping you informed of what's really happening with the Beatles for over 13 years.

Paul McCartney Examiner: Twitter, Facebook and MySpace.

 

Give us subscription love: Beatles Examiner, Paul McCartney Examiner, Vintage Rock 'n' Roll

Examiner, TV on DVD Examiner

 

on Yahoo!
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Save up to 35% on top DVDs. Qualified orders over $25 ship free

www .Amazon.com/dvd

Find DVDs Deals. See This Week's Featured DVDs at Target

www .Target.com

Copy & burn your DVD movie to blank CD or DVD. Keep DVD quality.

www .dvd-copying-pro.com

Dvd's at Amazon

DVDs on Sale This Week

How to Copy Any DVD Movie

Comments

Would say, "Not a bit like Cagney".

 reply

just watched the trailer. It didn't sound like george harrison.

 reply

Great comment, GEORGE....it says it all!

 reply

Are you sure you're not confusing this with "Stig Has Been Dead for Ages, Honestly"?

 reply

It's not even a good Bad imitation of George's voice, but read the blurb, which says "A voice identical to Harrison" which is their

legal out because they are not saying it's George.

George  7 months ago

Sean  7 months ago

softheartedhana  7 months ago

Laurie  7 months ago

Patti M  7 months ago
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Yep, I second that emotion, "Not a BIT like Cagney".

 reply

Wonder if the Harrison estate can sue for this tripe.

 reply

Well all I can say is that was a total waste of time! Who are they trying to kid? Doesn't sound a bit like George - if your going to try

to put one over on people at least get someone who sounds a bit like Cagney eh?

 reply

I'm not even going to make a comment here and waste my time....OOPS! already did.....what a waste...

 reply

Ho Hum, another crashing bore for some twits to waste their money on.

 reply

Well, what would I say. It's Stig. It's simply not true.

 reply

You've got to be kidding me! That is in no way George Harrison's voice. Bad imitation! Give Ireland back to the Irish! (the

preceding was recorded by the late Paul McCartney) BANG! I'm dead....

 reply

Melody  7 months ago

Lucy  7 months ago

JPMac  7 months ago

Violet  7 months ago

Beetlejuice  7 months ago

Mick  7 months ago
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ADD COMMENT

Any self-respecting Beatle fan would know the voice of George Harrison, and this is NOT his voice. Period. Geesh! Doubt they'll

even come close to covering the production costs with the few (if any) of these they sell.

 reply

Definetely not George, and it's big bullshit, wasting our precious time

 reply
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Cary  7 months ago

Raph Vandenberghe  7 months ago
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